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ABSTRACT

Title of Dissertation:
MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF DISTILLATION OPERATION
FROM NON-EQUILIBRIUM APPROACH
Wen-Dow Pan
Doctor of Engineering Science, 1984
Dissertation directed by:
Dr. Ching-Rong Huang
Professor & Assistant Chairman
Department of Chemical Engineering & Chemistry

A new method for mathematical modeling of a distillation
operation from non-equilibrium approach has been studied.
The primary purpose of the study was to develop a model to
simulate the mechanism of mass transfer between a continuous
phase and the bubbles of a dispersed phase in a distillation
column. The second major purpose of this work was to utilize
and test the model of estimating the tray efficiency.

Distillation was considered to be purely a mass transfer process, where the less volatile component is transferred
from vapor to liquid phase, and the more volatile component

from liquid to vapor phase. The theoretical analysis of
mass transfer consisted of (1) convective mass transfer
during bubble formation and (2) unsteady-state molecular
diffusion of bubbles to the continuous phase. In a plate
column, plug flow was assumed as the liquid flow pattern
across the plate, from the submerged inlet weir to the
overflow outlet weir. The material and energy balances
were modeled to a section perpendicular to the direction
of liquid flow on the plate.

The model was used in studying the following: (1) a
binary separation using a one-stage column having a singlebubble cap; (2) a binary separation in a multi-stage column
with a single-bubble cap; (3) a binary separation in a
multi-stage column with a given multi-cap arrangement; and
(4) a ternary separation in a multi-stage column with twobubble caps. The comparisons of the model predictions,
with the data obtained from published literature, showed
that the model can successfully simulate distillation
operations.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The use of distillation as a separation and purification process is very common in the petroleum and chemical
industries. Distillation is an operation which separates
the components of a mixture based on the differences in
their vapor pressures and volatilities. It is a typical
mass transfer process which consists of certain design of
trays or packings that bring the gas into intimate contact
with the liquid. Separation can be obtained by repeating the
vaporization and condensation steps. The ultimate application
of distillation is for the purpose of separating binary or
multi- components in a mixture to produce products which meet
certain specifications.

The energy and mass-transfer processes in an actual
distillation column are very complex. The difficulty of
the process is avoided by creating a hypothetical column
whose contact stages are ideal equilibrium stages as shown
in Figure 1. By deffinition, the vapor and liquid phases,
leaving an equilibrium stage, are in complete equilibrium
with each other from a thermodynamic point of view. Thermo-

1

Fig.1

Sketch of a hypothetical ideal bubble-cap tray.

2

ic relationships can be used to relate the concentrations
ese two equilibrium phases. These concentrations of
s, leaving a hypothetical equilibrium stage, must be
cted by introducing the tray efficiency. The Murphree
iency is defined as:

.fficiency compares the separation actually reached in
stage to the separation that can possibly be reached
ideal equilibrium stage.

'igure 2 illustrates the location of a pseudo-equiliburve. This curve is used in place of the true equilibelationship by means of Murphree efficiency to deterhe compositions of phases leaving a real stage. Thereit is important, that this mass transfer operation must
en into account in predicting stage efficiencies.
investigators focused on the effects of physical pros and vapor-liquid equilibria on tray efficiencies.
st known correlations were proposed by Drickamer and
rd (10), where tray efficiency was related to average

3

Fig. 2

Location of the pseudo-equilibrium curve showing
the Murphree plate efficiency and determination
of actual stages.

4

liquid viscosity; and O'Connell(26), who examined the effects
of relative volatility on tray efficiency.

This study considers the distillation operation which
involves mass transfer between a continuous phase and a dispersed pahse. These two phases are intimately mixed, which
can be achieved by using a bubble cap tray, a sieve tray, or
a perforated tray. The work combines the effects of physical
properties, vapor-liquid equilibria, and tray hydraulics in
a mass transfer model. The theoretical analysis of this model
consists of mass transfer by (1) convective mass transfer
during bubble formation, and (2) unsteady-state molecular
diffusion of bubbles to the liquid phase. In a tray column,
plug flow is assumed as the liquid flow pattern across the
plate, from the submerged inlet weir to the overflow outlet
weir. The material and energy balances are modeled to a
section perpendicular to the direction of liquid flow on the
plate. The vapor-liquid equilibrium relationship assumes
that the vapor phase is ideal (Dalton's and Raoult's laws are
applicable) and that the liquid phase can be theoretically
represented by the UNIFAC (11) method. As for necessary physical properties, empirical correlations are used in estimating diffusivity, density, viscosity, enthalpy, etc.

5

Chapter Two deals with the mathematical analysis in the
separation of binary and multicomponent mixtures. The method
in predicting the stage efficiency is also discussed. Chapter
Three presents the results and conclusions of the study that
the model is applied in the following operations: (1) a binary
separation using a one-stage column having a single-bubble
cap; (2) a binary separation in a multi-stage column with a
single-bubble cap; (3) a binary separation in a multi-stage
column with a given multi-cap arrangement; and (4) a ternary
separation in a multi-stage column with two-bubble caps.
Some recommendations are made in Chapter Four. The objective
of this thesis is to develop a model that represents the distillation operation, and ultimately using this model to predict the stage efficiency.

6

CHAPTER II

THEORY

A large portion of chemical engineering design is concerned with separation operations. Many of these are diffusional operations of the phase-contacting type such as distillation, absorption and extraction. In distillation, the
less volatile component is transferred from the vapor to the
liquid phase. These two phases are intimately mixed and then
separated and led independently to the adjacent stages. The
intimate contact between phases can be achieved by using a
bubble-cap tray, a sieve tray, or a variable orifice tray.
Figure 3 schematically illustrates the vapor is issued from
the slots in a bubble-cap. The mass-transfer mechanism consists of two parts: (1) mass-transfer during bubble formation,
and (2) mass-transfer during bubble rising. It is generally
assumed that the mass exchange rate during bubble formation
is significant. Therefore, it is most important to take
this into account. However, this transfer mechanism is very
complex, it is far beyond the knowledge to obtain an analytical solution to represent this phenomenon. An empirical
correlation developed by Skelland (36) is used to calculate
the mass exchange rate during bubble formation which will be
7

Fig. 3

Schematic illustration of gas issuing from
a slot in a bubble-cap.
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discussed in Section C. The mass-transfer during bubble rising
can be split into two parts, the transfer of a binary system
and the transfer of a multicomponent mixture. The subjects
are discussed in Section A and Section B respectively.

A. Mathematical Modeling Of Unsteady-State Mass-Transfer
From A Spherical Gas Bubble To Liquid Media Of A Binary
System

During bubble rising, a less volatile component transfers
from liquid to vapor phase, and a more volatile component simultaneous transfers back into the vapor phase. The discontinuous
phase may be regarded as the spherical bubbles, in which masstransfer occurs by unsteady-state molecular diffusion as shown
in Figure

4. The following assumptions are made:

1.

The concentration of solute (component A, which is
a heavier component or a less volatile component) is
uniform at C AO throughout the sphere at the start of
diffusion (t = 0).

2.

Diffusion is radial, there is no variation in concentration with angular position, and physical properties are constant.

3.

The resistance to transfer in the media surrounding
the sphere is considered, so that at the surface of
the sphere, there is a gas film resistance.

4.

At the vapor-liquid interface, gas phase concentration
is in equilibrium with the concentration of bulk
liquid phase.

9

Fig. 4

(a) Section of a sphere in which mass transfer is
occuring by unsteady-state molecular diffusion;
(b) concentration profile of A (heavier component)
in the neighborhood of a gas-liquid interface.

10

By referring to Figure

4, the center of the sphere is the

origin of coordinates; the concentration at the surface of
radius r is CA, and at the surface r+dr is C A + dC A. A control
volume is defined as a region between these two surfaces at r
and r+dr. The rate of solute A flows into the control volume is

The net flow rate of solute A into the control volume is
obtained by subtracting equation (2-2) from equation (2-1), the
result is

The rate of accumulation of solute A in the control volume is

Combine equation (2-3) with equation (2-4) yields

11

The initial condition and boundary conditions follow from the
assumptions above are:

The B.C.(2) can be rewritten as

the radius of the sphere
average concentration of A inside the sphere
the gas phase concentration which is in
equilibrium with the existing liquid phase
concentration
overall gas phase mass transfer coefficient.

Introducing the dimensionless variables,

12

with the initial condition and boundary conditions:

where N

sh is the Sherwood number defined by:

Equation (2-6) can be solved by taking Laplace Transformation with respect to

T,

then

and the boundary conditions become

The second term on the left hand side of equation (2-7) is
zero as the initial condition stated.

13

Define a new variable, let

Inserting equation (2-8) into equation (2-7), equation (2-7)
can be simplified as

There is a general solution for equation (2-9), which is

and C 2 are arbitrary constants. With boundary
1
condition (1), C 2 has to be equal to zero; otherwise, θ will

where C

be undefined at η = 0. Equation (2-10) then becomes

Constant C 1 can be determined by applying boundary condition
(2). Inserting equation (2-11) into boundary condition (2),
the left hand side can be rewritten as

and the right hand side of boundary condition (2) becomes

14

By combining L.H.S. with R.H.S., C 1 can be obtained. The
result is

Therefore, the solution for 0 is

Equation (2-15) needs to employ the technique of inverse
Laplace Transformation to obtain a final solution for 0. In
order to find all the residues, equation (2-15) can be rewritten as a polynomial expression by introducing the definitions of the hyperbolic sine and hyperbolic cosine,

with further simplifications, equation (2-16) becomes

15

It is obvious that there is a simple pole at s = 0, a simple
pole at s + 3 N sh = 0, and a simple pole at
The residue at pole s = 0 can be obtained by taking the limit
on equation (2-17) as s approachs zero,

and the result is equal to 1. The residue at pole
can be derived as following:

The simple pole at

Coshes

= 0 is an eigenfunction.

By introducing a new variable a n , and letting
function can be rewritten as

Many eigenvalues are satisfied with this eigenfunction as
illustrated in Figure 5. A computer program in search of
these eigenvalues is given in Appendix A, and the first
fifteen eigenvalues are listed in Table I. The residue of
equation (2-15) and its equivalent (2-17) at
be obtained as

Once, all the residues are found, the final solution can be
written as

By the definition of dimensionless variable 0, equation
(2-22) becomes

17

Fig. 5 Sketch of an eigenfunction ( X = TAN X ) and its eigenvalues.

Table I
Eigenvalues of

19

The rate of transfer at time t across the surface of the
sphere is

can be evaluated at r = R from equation (2-23), then

The total mass-transfer up to time t is N A , where

20

The total transfer per unit surface up to time t is

A material balance on the transfer up to time t is

in which C A is the average concentration throughout the
sphere at t. The dimensionless average concentration 0

1

is

defined as

A computer program for calculation 1-0' with various

T

and

Sherwood number is given in Appendix B. The result is presented
in Figure 6. It is important to note that as time increases,
the 1-0 curve is levelled off, which indicates after a certain
amount of time, the mass-transfer rate reaches a limiting
value.
21

Fig. 6

Sketch of dimensionless average concentration
Vs. dimensionless time and Sherwood number.

Equation (2-27) can also be written in the form of mole

A new variable, Q r , defined as overall mass-transfer up to
time t during bubble rising can be expressed as

where A

eff

is the effective contact area of all the bubbles

issued from the slots in a bubble-cap. For convenience,
equation (2-31) can be rewritten as

23

B. Mathematical Analysis Of Mass-Transfer During Bubble
Rising Of A Multicomponent System

Multicomponent diffusion is the transport process in
which the concentration gradient of one component affects
the flux of a second component. The study on the effects
of multicomponent diffusion are split into parallel efforts
of theoreticians and of experimentalists. The theoreticians
initiated their studies with the Maxwell equation(23),

where dij in gases is a binary diffusion coefficient, and
the V.'s are component velocities. This equation suggested,
on the basis of kinetic theory, that multicomponent diffusion
in dilute gases can be described by a summation of binarylike diffusion terms. At the same time, Onsager(27) proposed
an equation which is favored by experimentalists,

where j i is the flux relative to the volume-average velocity.
This form of the equation was preferred by experimentalists
because the D ij are easier to measure experimentally. The
scientific development of multicomponent diffusion becomes
faster after Onsager and Maxwell's initial efforts to establish

the experimental nature and mathematical analysis of determining the diffusion coefficient. After many research
projects have been accomplished, it resulted to the following
conclusions as stated by Cussler(8): (1) it is generally believed that the multicomponent diffusion is often a small
effect. (2) All flux equations proposed by different investigators are equivalent with each other. (Although, in some
cases, the form of equation is more complex than the others.)
(3) A binary solution to a mass-transfer problem without
chemical reaction is sufficient to allow the multicomponent
solution to be written down in an equivalent form.

This section presents the basic mathematical analysis
necessary for describing the phenomenon of mass-transfer
during bubble rising of a multicomponent system. A linearization method proposed by Toor(42) is introduced in order to
reduce the equations of diffusion in a multicomponent system
to a set of equivalent binary diffusion equations. Then,
solutions to the equations of multicomponent mass-transfer
may be written as matrix mass-transfer equations. The chief
mathematical results are that multicomponent diffusion coefficients can be predicted from binary diffusion coefficients,
and solutions to the multicomponent mass-transfer problems
may be obtained in terms of solutions to equivalent binary
problems.

25

As explained in Section A, equation (2-5) can be written
for a binary system. The governing equation for each of the
N-1 independent components in a N component mixture can also
be written in an equivalent form as

with initial condition and boundary conditions:

is the overall gas-phase mass-transfer coefficient
G
which is a function of D ij .

where K

If the C i are written as the elements of a column vector
(C), the concentration vector; and the D ij as the elements of
a matrix (D) , the diffusion coefficient matrix; then in matrix
notation, equation (2-36) and initial, boundary conditions
become

26

where (K ) is an overall mass-transfer coefficient matrix
G
since it is a function of (D).

Equation (2-37) and boundary condition (2) are now partially linearized by assuming that the matrix (D) may be treated
as concentration independent. Toor(42) indicated that the
errors caused by this assumption are not seriuos even for the
moderate concentration changes.

The determination of concentration profiles has been
developed through the efforts of Toor(42). It begins with
continuity and flux equations for multicomponent mass-transfer
problems. Toor assumed that there exists a non-singular matrix
(t) which can diagonalize matrix (D):

27

where (t)

1

is the inverse of (t), and (0 is the diagonal

matrix of the eigenvalues of the diffusion coefficient matrix
(D). Defining a new combined concentration () as:

Equation (2-37) then becomes

with initial condition and boundary conditions:

Now, multiply both sides of equation (2-40) and its initial
condition and boundary conditions by (t)equations can be obtained.

28

1.

A new set of

Introducing the dimensionless variables,

with initial condition and boundary conditions:

where N shl is the Sherwood number, and a function of (a).
Equation (2-42) and its initial, boundary conditions
have exactly the same mathematical form as equation (2-6) for
a binary system. As a result, the exact same solution
structure for a binary system can be expected for the multicomponent system:

29

It is convenient to define a new function, F

1
to represent the right hand side of equation (2-43). Equation
(2-43) becomes

Then, the final solution for (11)) can be written as

This result is completely analogous to the binary result of
equation (2-23). There are only two real differences. First,
instead of the actual concentration Ci,

,

we now have a new

combined concentration, ΨiSecond, instead of the binary
diffusion coefficient D, we now have the eigenvalues σi.
However, the concentrations in equation (2-45) are not those
actually measured. To convert equation (2-45) back into the
actual observed concentration, first rewrite equation (2-39)
as

30

by multiply both sides by (t)

1

. Insert equation (2-46)

into equation (2-45), and multiply both sides by (t) to
obtain a final solution as below

Thus, equation (2-47) is the concentration profiles in a
multicomponent system in terms of the binary solution to the
problem, where the binary diffusion coefficient is replaced
by each eigenvalue of the diffusion coefficient matrix.

Following the same derivation procedure as in Section A
for a binary system, the overall mass-transfer up to time t
in terms of mole fraction of component i during bubble rising
can be obtained as

where

31

It is possible to obtain analytical solutions for concentration profiles in a ternary system. To illustrate how
this is done, one starts with the estimation of the multicomponent diffusion coefficients. For dilute gases, the
ternary diffusion coefficients for the generalized Fick's
law diffusion coefficients can be written down in terms of
the generalized Stefan-Maxwell(23) diffusion coefficients as

32

where d 13, d 23, d 12 are binary diffusion coefficients, and
Y 1 Y 2 Y are the mole fractions of each component. The

3

various binary diffusion coefficients can be predicted from
the kinetic theory. Therefore, the multicomponent diffusion
coefficients, D ij (i=j), "main diffusion coefficients"; and
D
(ij), "cross diffusion coefficients"; can be obtained
ij
from these binary diffusion coefficients.

For a ternary system, equation (2-39) can be rewritten as

where

and equation (2-38) becomes

33

where

Equation (2-47), the concentration profile, can be rewritten for a ternary system as

which in terms of component A and B can be rearranged to give

34

is expressed as in equation (2-44).

The overall mass-transfer up to time t during a bubble
rising in terms of mole fraction of component A and B for a
ternary system can be expressed as following:

35

C. Empirical Correlation Of Mass-Transfer During Bubble
Formation

The mechanism of mass-transfer of the distillation
operation in a stage consists of two parts. They are (1) the
mass-transfer during bubble formation, and (2) the mass transfer during bubble rising. Sections A and B have presented
the analytical solutions of mass exchange rate for a binary
and a ternary system during bubble rising. However, due to
the complex phenomenon of the mass-transfer during bubble
formation, it is difficult to obtain an analytical solution
to represent this transport process. This section presents
an empirical correlation proposed by Skelland(36) to simulate the rate of mass transfer during bubble formation.

The rate of mass transfer during bubble formation in a
plate can be written as

the rate of mass-transfer during bubble formation
overall coefficients of mass transfer during
bubble formation
total interfacial area during bubble formation
mole fraction of component A in disperse_phase
enter to stage
disperse-phase mole fraction of A that in equi
brium with existing continuous-phase mole frac
in stage

36

If the bubble is assumed to grow as a sphere, Skelland(36)
suggested that the interfacial area, A f , can be related to
the bubble diameter and the number of perforations per plate.
In the equation

d is the bubble diameter and N o is the number of perforations
per plate.

The overall coefficient of mass—transfer during bubble,
formation can be represented as

individual disperse-phase coefficient of mass
transfer during bubble formation
individual continuous-phase coefficient of mass
transfer during bubble formation
slope of the equilibrium curve
Skelland and Hemler(37) used least-squares statistical techniques to correlate 23 experimental measurements to obtain
an empirical correlation for

has an average absolute deviation of about 26 percent.

37

A similar study was performed by Skelland and Minhas( 38 ).
They proposed an equation to estimate

This equation correlated 20 data points with an average absolute deviation of 11 percent.

In equation (2-69) and equation (2-70), t f is the time
of formation of a single bubble, it can be expressed as

orifice or perforation diameter
velocity of disperse-phase through orifice
acceleration due to gravity
conversion factor
mean molecular weight of phases under consideration
mean densities of phases under consideration
surface tension
viscosities of continuous and disperse phases
diffusivity coefficients of solute in continuous and disperse phases
densities of continuous and disperse phases;
absolute values of p c - p d .

38

D. Mathematical Simulation Of The Distillation Operation
In A Stagewise Column

Stagewise columns are widely used in gas-liquid
contacting operations such as distillation, gas absorption, and stripping. These types of operation achieve
intimate contact between the vapor phase and liquid
phase in a discontinuous manner. The stage may take
the form of bubble-cap plate, sieve plate, or a variable
orifice plate. The plate contact device is designed to
contact the vapor and liquid in such a manner that area
and time of contact are maximized so as to approach the
equilibrium stage. This section presents a method that
uses plate-to-plate calculations involving material and
enthalpy balances, vapor-liquid equilibrium relationship,
physical properties, tray hydraulics, and rate of masstransfer to determine the quantities of liquid and vapor,
the temperature of each plate, and the composition of
each stream from each plate.

D.1 Binary Separation

A schematic representation of a plate is shown in
Figure 7. The vapor V n-1 rising to the plate n from plate
n-1 and the liquid L n+1 falling from plate n+1 to plate n,

39

Fig. 7 (a) Top view of the layout of a bubble-cap tray;
(b) Side view of a bubble-cap tray as separated
into several regions. Material and energy balances
can be made on each region.

40

the vapor and liquid phases are intimately contacted by
bubble-caps. In the plate, plug flow is assumed as the liquid
flow pattern across from the submerged inlet weir to the overflow outlet weir. The material and energy balances combined
with the rate of mass-transfer equations are modeled to a
section perpendicular to the direction of liquid flow on the
plate. The vapor-liquid equilibrium relationship assumed
that the vapor phase is ideal and that the liquid phase can
be represented by the UNIFAC equation(11).

As illustrated in Figure 7, the plate can be separated
into several regions that perpendicular to the direction of
liquid flow. If there are N bubble-caps on the plate, the
flow rate of vapor passes through each bubble-cap is V n-i/N•
Now, assume that the mth region on the plate has N m bubblecaps, then the flow rate of vapor enters the mth region,
V n-1,m , is N m V n-1/N. Take the mth region in consideration,
the overall material balances around the mth region can be
written as

The component material balance is
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The energy balance is

which can also be written as

The rate of mass-transfer during bubble rising is

The overall rate of mass-transfer including bubble rising
and formation is

The overall material balance around the plate n is
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The component material balance around the plate n is

The energy balance around the plate n is

The restriction on fractional concentrations are

X A,n + X B,n =1

and

Y A,n + Y B,n =1

(2-82)

where the variables used in equation (2-72) to equation
(2-82) are
the flow rate of vapor entering the plate n
the flow rate of vapor leaving the plate n
the flow rate of liquid entering the plate n
the flow rate of liquid leaving the plate n
the mole fraction of A in vapor phase entering
the plate n
the mole fraction of A in vapor phase leaving
the plate n
the mole fraction of A in liquid phase entering
the plate n
the mole fraction of A in liquid phase leaving
the plate n
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the mole fraction of A in vapor phase which is
in equilibrium with the existing liquid in
nth plate mth region
the initial mole fraction of A in vapor phase
after bubble formed in nth plate mth region
enthalpy of vapor
enthalpy of liquid
as defined in equation (2-33)

The procedure to achieve these plate-to-plate
calculations is as following:
1. YAgl,n,m is in equilibrium with XA,n,m-1 can be
calculated by using the UNIFAC method.
2.AO,n,m can be solved by combining equation (2-75) with
Y
equation (2-76), the result is

3. There are insufficient equations to evaluate the composition and the quantity of Vn,m• However, one can initially
assume that V n,m = V n-1,m (constant molar overflow is
assumed) to proceed the calculations.
can be obtained by combining equations (2-76),
and (2-78) as
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5•

L n,m can be solved by using equation (2-72).

6. The mole fraction of A of liquid entering the mth region
can then be calculated by using the equation below

7. A new quantity of V n,m can be evaluated by using equation
(2-74), and a new composition
YA,n,m can be obtained by
inserting the new value of V n,m into equation (2-84).
Convergence is checked by
specified error. The speed of convergence depends on
how strong the molal latent heat varies with the temperature
and composition, and that the molal heat capacities varies
with temperature. Repeat step 4 to step 7 if necessary,
and as soon as the absolute error falls below the specified maximum error, the calculation is stoped and proceed
to next region.
8.

The local efficiency can be defined as

and the average plate efficiency can be defined as
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10.

The quantity of vapor leaving the plate n is

and the quantity of liquid entering the plate n can
be solved by using equation (2-79).
11.

The next plate temperature, Tn+1 , can be estimated by
using equation (2-81), the result is

The procedure mentioned above when combined with the
specified operating conditions of a distillation column can
solve the binary separation by repeating the plate-to-plate
calculations from the bottom to the top of the column.
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D.2 Multicomponent Separation

The term multicomponent system can be used to describe
all systems containing more than two components. For a system having N components to form the mixture, there are N-1
independent equations that can be written for the component
material and energy balances. The overall material balances,
component material balances, energy balances, and the rate
of mass-transfer equations apply to the multicomponent distillation operation are as following: By referring to
Figure 7, the overall material balances around the mth
region can be written as

The component material balances are
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The rate of mass-transfer during bubble formation for each
component is

which can also be written as

The rate of mass-transfer during bubble rising for each
component is

The overall rate of mass-transfer including bubble rising
and formation is

The overall material balance around the plate n is
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The component material balance around the plate n for each

The energy balance around the plate n is

The restriction of fractional concentrations is

where
(Q r )

= the column vector of the rate of mass-transfer
during bubble rising

(Y 0)

= the column vector of the initial mole fraction
after bubble formed

(Y gl ) = the column vector of the mole fraction that
in equilibrium with the existing liquid

The plate-to-plate calculation can be achieved by using
numerical methods for a multicomponent separation. However,
it is possible to obtain analytical plate-to-plate calculation
for a ternary system. This will be further discussed below.
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For a ternary system, equation (2-64) and equation (2-65)
are used to substitute equation (2-96). The following procedure is used to solve s ternary separation.

3.

There are insufficient equations to evaluate the compositions and the quantity of Vn,m. One can initially assume
to proceed the calculations.

4.

The exit concentrations of component A and B can be solved
by combining equations (2-95), (2-97), (2-64), and (2-65).
The results are
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5.

L n,m can be solved by using equation (2-91).

6.

The mole fractions of liquid entering the mth region for
component A and B can be calculated by using equation (2-92).

7.

The new quantity of V n,m can be evaluated by using equation
(2-93). Convergence is checked by
specified error. Repeat step 4 to step 7
if necessary.

8.

The local efficiency of component A and B are

9. The average compositions of component A and B leaving
the plate n are
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and the average plate efficiencies of component A and B are

10.

The quantity of vapor leaving the plate n is

and the quantity of liquid entering the plate n can
can be solved by using the equation (2-98).
11.

The next plate temperature, T n+i , can be estimated by
using the equation (2-100), the result is

The procedure described above can be combined with the
specific operating conditions of a ternary distillation
separation to accomplish the plate-to-plate calculations
from the bottom to the top of the column.
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In conjunction with this study on the mathematical
modeling of the distillation operation from non-equilibrium
approach, the following distillation operations were used to
verify the method proposed by the author: (1) a binary separation using a one-stage column having a single-bubble cap;
(2) a binary separation in a multi-stage column with a singlebubble cap; (3) a binary separation in a multi-stage column
with a given multi-cap arrangement; and (4) a ternary separation in a multi-stage column with two-bubble caps. The
results of the comparisons between the theoretical predictions
and the experimental data are presented in the catagories of
binary separation and ternary separation as following:

A. Binary Separation
A.1 Single-Stage, Single-Bubble Cap Column
The effect of liquid composition on plate
efficiency is studied. Equipment consists of a
one-stage column, 6-inch in diameter with one bubble
cap on the plate. There are 8 slots per cap, the
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width of each slot in the bubble cap is 0.25-inch
and the liquid level on the plate is 13/16-inch
high. Complete details of the equipment are given
by Carey(5). Experimental work and theoretical
simulation are made by feeding various liquid compositions of benzene-toluene mixture in a single-plate
column which operates at total reflux condition.
The results show a slight effect of liquid composition on plate efficiency as illustrated in Figure 8.
A very good agreement can be observed when the theoretical predictions are compared with the experimental
data obtained by Carey(5).

A.2 Multi-Stage Column With Single-Bubble Cap On Each
Plate
The plate-to-plate analysis of the liquid are
performed in various types of experimental equipment from a ten-plate column to a seven-plate column.
Both of the ten-plate and seven-plate columns have
single-bubble cap on each plate. In a ten-plate
column, each bubble cap has 48 slots, with 3/16inch width of each slot and the liquid seal has 1.5inch high on the plate. In a seven plate column,
there are 36 slots per cap, with 1-inch high of
liquid level on the plate and each slot has 1/8-
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Fig. 8 Effect of composition on plate efficiency,
single plate column (Benzene-Toluene runs).
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inch of width. The experimental runs are conducted
with total reflux, the complete details for each run
are given by Carey(5).

The mathematical model proposed in this work is
used to simulate the operations with various operating
conditions. The plate-to-plate calculations are performed
to estimate the compositions of entering liquid phase and
exiting gas phase on each plate. A pseudo-equilibrium
curve can be located on the McCabe-Thiele diagram as
shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10, for the typical runs
in a seven-plate column and a ten-plate column respectively.
This pseudo-equilibrium curve represents the real compositions of liquid and gad phases on the actual stages.

The theoretical predictions listed in Table II are
the mathematical simulation results of five experimental
runs in a seven-plate column. A maximum error of 12.5
percent can be observed when the experimental data are
compared with these theoretical predictions in a sevenplate column. Four sets of experimental runs are studied
in a ten-plate column. The results are tabulated in Table
III, a 19.1 percent of maximum error is found when the
comparisons are made between the theoretical predictions
and the experimental data.

Fig.9 McCabe and Thiele diagram for a 7-plate column,
showing pseudo-equilibrium curve and actual stages.
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Fig.

-

o

McCabe and Thiele diagram for a 10-plate
column s showing theoretical predicted
pseudo-equilibrium curve and actual stages.
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Table II
Rectification of Benzene-Toluene Mixtures
With Total Reflux, In Seven-Plate Column
Run
Still

Plate 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Expt.* Calc.

.891
.859
.737
.624
.524
.4

%

.828 -3.6
.4
.740
.731 1.1
.510 -2.6
.391 -2.2

Expt.* Calc.

%

.954
.905
.857
.775
.686

.926 1.6
.866 1.1
.784 1.1
.673 -1.9

.541

.542

.2

.302 .287 -4.9

.436 .408 -6.4

.216 .205

.305 .290 -4.9

-

5.0

= Percentage Error =

* Data from Carey(5).

Ext.

Calc.

.927
.861
.795
.678
.514

Expt.* Calc. %

.722
.872 1.3J .64
.788 - .9 .462
.671 -1.0 .385
.529 2.9 .269
.8 .187
.383 .386
.263 .264
.4 .134
.147 .152 3.4 .088

Calculated - Experiment

Experiment

%

x 100%

Expt.* Calc.%

.911
.603
.474
.353
.251
.173

.116

- 5.7
2.6
- 8.3
- 6.6
- 7.5
-

13.4

.077 -12.5

.75
.637
.5
.386
.254
.149

.850
.76
1.3
.6
.641
.505 1.0
.372 -3.6
.258 1.5
.163 9.4

Table III
Rectification of Benzene-Toluene Mixtures
With Total Reflux, In Ten-Plate Column

Run
Expt.* Cale.

5
6
7

.988
.978
.964
.924
.871
.786
.646
.488

8

.341

9
10

.214
.127

Still
Plate

1

2
3

4

.977
.958
.922
.862
.765
.631
.473
.322
.202
.120

Expt.* Calc.

%
- .1
- .6

.925
.867
.784

.868
.780

.2

.663

.656

-1.0
-2.6
-2.3
-3.1
-5.5
-5.6
5.5

.513
.357

-

-

Expt.* Cale.

%
- .1
- .5

.969
.946
.898

.943
.899

1.1

.826

.825

.506
.356

-1.3
- .3

.728
.58

.716
.572

.228

.230

.8

.420

.416

.140
.080
.041

.141
.083
.048

.7
3.7
14.5

.279
.177
.108

.021

.025

19.1

.054

-

-

% = Percentage Error = CalculaIed Experiment x 100%
Experiment
* Data from Carey(5),

%

Expt.* Cale.

%

.97

.276
.171
.101

- .3
.1
.1
-1.6
-1.3
.9
-1.1
-3.4
-6.5

.058

7.4

-

-

.942
.907

.935
.902

.3
- .5

.842

.839

-1.4

.731
.595
.429
.284
.179
.11

.723
.581
.424
.282
.176
.104

-1.1
-2.3
-1.2
- .7
-1.6
-5.4

.065

.060

-7.7

A.3 Multi-Stage Column With A Given Multi-Cap Arrangement On The Stage
A.3-1 Ten-Plate Column With Two Bubble Caps On
Each Plate
The separation of carbon tetrachloride-toluene
mixture is studied in a ten-plate column. The
column is 6-inch in diameter with two bubble caps
on each plate. The slots, twelve to a cap, are
0.5-inch high and 0.25-inch wide. The details of
the column design are given by Huffman(19). A
typical run at total reflux and one atmosphere
total pressure was conducted in this ten-plate
column by Huffman(19). The mathematical simulation of this operation is done by a sample computer
program listed in Appendix E. The result is illustrated in Figure 11 as the concentration and temperature profiles are plotted vs. plate number. Differences can be found in between the theoretical predictions and the experimental data on top four
plates. It is assumed that the differences are
due to a particularly high efficiency (161%) of the
top plate that was found in the experimental run
and the inherited errors of the plate-to-plate
calculations.

Fig. 11 Temperature and liquid composition on
plates at total reflux for CCl 4-toluene
separation.
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A.3-2 Three-Plate Column With Ten Bubble Caps On
Each Plate
Ethanol-water fractionation is used to study the
variation with liquid composition of local efficiency
at the center of a plate. The equipment contains
three plates, each plate carries ten 3-inch bubble
caps with a 3-4-3 arrangement. Each cap has 38 slots
with 1/8-inch of width. The liquid level on the
plate is 11/4-inch. The details of the column design
are given by Shilling(35). Experimental runs were
made by Shilling at total reflux and 740 mmHg of total
pressure. The mathematical simulation on this study
shows the liquid composition has little effect on the
local efficiency. The result is shown in Figure 12.
It also shows that the theoretical predictions of
the local efficiencies are in good agreement with
the experimental data.

B. Ternary Separation

The separation of benzene-toluene-m-xylene mixture
is studied. The reason to study the ternary separation
is because analytical plate-to-plate calculations can be
employed. Two sets of experimental runs are used to
compare with the theoretical predictions. The experimental data are taken from the work done by Nord(25).
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Fig. 12 Local efficiency vs. liquid composition at
center of plate for ethanol-water separation
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The experimental equipment that used by Nord consists
of a ten-plate column, 6-inch in diameter with two bubble
caps per plate. The slots in the bubble caps are 0.5inch high and 0.25-inch wide and the liquid level on the
plate is about 0.5-inch above the center of the slots.
Complete details of the column design are given by
Huffman(19). Experimental runs were made at total reflux. Thus, by material balance it is evident that the
composition of the liquid leaving the plate is the same
as the average-vapor composition entering the plate. The
mathematical simulation results are plotted as the liquid
composition vs. plate number as shown in Figure 13 and
Figure 14. Good aggreement can be observed when the
results are compared with the experimental data (run-11
and run-12 in Nord's work). A computer simulation program for a ternary separation is attached in Appendix F.

C. Conclusions

The objectives of this work are (1) to develop a
mathematical model to simulate the mechanism of masstransfer in a distillation column, and (2) to develop a
method to achieve the plate-to-plate calculations to
quantitatively determine the compositions of phases and
the plate efficiencies. The theoretical simulation was
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Fig. 13 Concentration profile plotted as liquid composition vs. plate number (benzene-toluene-mxylene separation, run - 11).
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Fig. 14 Concentration profile plotted as liquid composition vs. plate number (benzene-toluene-mxylene separation, run - 12).
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tested with various distillation operations. The results
show good agreement with the experimental data that was
obtained from the published literature.

This investigation is intended to eliminate the need for
experimental determination of stage efficiencies, since the
experimental work is usually require substantial cost in time,
money, and effort. Furthermore, the applicability of such
experimental data measured on small-pilot-plant to largescale equipment is always an uncertain matter. This work
consists of using the rate equation of mass-transfer during
the bubble formation and rising on each plate, and to define
the pseudo-equilibrium curve. This curve is used in place of
the true equilibrium relationship to determine real compositions of phases leaving a plate. It is believed that the
method presented here provides a way to approach a successful
design of a distillation column.

Although, this work is successfully developed and it is
able to achieve the objectives that were set at the begining
of this project, it must not be thought that the design procedures outlined in this study for the stagewise column is
the final form of treatment. This study is considered to
be an initial effort.
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CHAPTER IV

RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

In this work, the discussion of plate-to-plate
calculations assumed that the pressure throughout the
column is essentially constant. Actually, the pressure
is not constant, or there would be no vapor flow from
the bottom to the top of the column. Thus, the pressure
does change from plate to plate. This pressure drop
affects the vapor-liquid equilibrium relationship, and
the vapor phase physical properties. Therefore, further
study is suggested with regard to the effect of changing
pressure.

2.

The liquid flow pattern on the plate is assumed as
plug flow in the present work. The liquid flow pattern
is designed to give the best contact with the vapor, and
requires the minimum hydraulic gradient or buildup of
liquid across the plate. Various flow patterns such as
backmixing, reverse, and double-cross, etc. do exist.
In the future, the rate of mass-transfer equation combined
with various flow patterns should be investigated.
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APPENDIX A

COMPUTER PROGRAM IN SEARCH OF
EIGENVALUES OF FUNCTION X = TAN(X)
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MASS TRANSFER FROM A SINGLE BUBBLE
CONSIDER BOTH LIQUID AND GAS FILM RESISTANCE
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APPENDIX B

COMPUTER PROGRAM IN CALCULATING
DIMENSIONLESS AVERAGE CONCENTRATION
WITH VARIOUS DIMENSIONLESS TIME AND SHERWOOD NUMBER
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APPENDIX C

PREDICTION OF VAPOR-LIQUID EQUILIBRIUM RELATIONSHIP

Effective design of a complex distillation operation
requires quantitative informations on phase equilibria in
binary and multicomponent mixtures. Experimental vaporliquid equilibria data are often available for binary mixtures. However, it is rather difficult to obtain the vaporliquid equilibrium relationships experimentally for multicomponent systems. Therefore, it is highly desirable to
predict the vapor-liquid equilibrium relationships for multicomponent systems from the available experimental data.

A very useful correlation, UNIFAC, was proposed to predict the liquid phase activity coefficient using molecular
structure. UNIFAC is an abbreviation for universal quasichemical functional group activity coefficients. It is based
on the quasichemical theory of liquid solutions which was
proposed by Guggenheim(17), generalized by Abrams and
Prausnitz(1), applied to the functional groups within the
molecules (rather than the molecules themselves) by
Fredenslund(11), and later revised by Fredenslund(12) and
Skjold-Jorgensen(39) to extend its range of applicability.
This group contribution method assumes that the physical
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properties of the fluid can be calculated from the sum of
contributions made by various functional groups (e.g., -CH

3
-OH; -CH 2 ; -CO; etc.) that form the molecules in the fluid.

The activity coefficients are calculated from two terms
as in equation (C-1), a combinatorial part, essentially due
to differences in size and shape of the molecules; and a
residual part, due to energetic interactions between the
groups.

combinatorial part:
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molecular van der Waals volume
molecular surface areas
always an integer, number of groups of
type k in molecule i
group residual activity coefficient
residual activity coefficient of group k
in a reference solution containing only
molecules of type i
fraction of group m in the mixture.
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The three types of group parameters needed are listed in
Table IV and Table V: group volume parameters (R k ), group
surface area parameters (Qk ), and group interaction parameters
(a mn and a nm ). The indicies k, m, and n represent different
groups.

Figure 15 to Figure 22, and Table VI and Table VII show
the comparisons made between experimental data and the predictions by UNIFAC method of various systems at different
temperatures. The results indicate that the UNIFAC method
can be used to predict activity coefficients in the absence
of experimental data.
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Table IV

UNIFAC Group Volume and Surface-Area Parameters*
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Table IV (continued)
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Table V
UNIFAC Interaction Parameters*
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Table V (continued)
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Table V (continued)
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* Data from Schmidt (34) •
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Fig. 17 X-Y diagram for Ethanol-Water system at 50°C.
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Fig. 18 X-Y diagram for Ethanol-Water system at

* Data from Pemberton(28).
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Fig.19 X-Y diagram for Ethanol-Toluene system at 55 ° C.

* Data from Kretschmer(22)
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Fig. 20 X-Y diagram for Ethanol-N-Octane system at 45°C.

* Data from Boublikova(3) .
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Fig. 21 X-Y diagram for tetrachloromethane-toluene
system at 40 C.

* Data from Kind(21).
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Fig. 22 X-Y diagram for tetrachloromethane-toluene
system at 80 C.

* Data from Kind(21).
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Table VI
Comparisons Between Experimental Data And UNIFAC
Predicted Results For Acetone-Methanol-Water System
(1) Acetone

(2) Methanol

(3) Water

Temperature = 100 degree C

X1
0.270
0.916
0.607
0.381
0.257
0.231
0.177
0.182
0.494
0.201
0.220
0.672
0.379
0.460
0.144
0.075
0.091
0.215
0.119
0.069
0.033
0.028
0.024
0.019
0.015

X2
0.670
0.050
0.330
0.549
0.640
0.639
0.654
0.616
0.294
0.549
0.478
0.082
0.299
0.171
0.440
0.470
0.269
0.033
0.119
0.198
0.204
0.182
0.107
0.044
0.034

Y1
0.323
0.910
0.621
0.430
0.324
0.311
0.259
0.272
0.593
0.320
0.368
0.763
0.541
0.661
0.308
0.187
0.275
0.658
0.503
0.325
0.208
0.197
0.248
0.287
0.256

Y2
0.648
0.069
0.339
0.525
0.621
0.624
0.657
0.629
0.295
0.558
0.489
0.077
0.296
0.145
0.495
0.593
0.442
0.041
0.156
0.317
0.411
0.396
0.271
0.148
0.126

*Data from Griswold(16).
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Y1

Y2

0.345
0.895
0.621
0.444
0.342
0.322
0.270
0.283
0.598
0.319
0.359
0.769
0.544
0.653
0.297
0.186
0.269
0.678
0.503
0.325
0.202
0.196
0.244
•.9.5
0.271

0.633
0.066
0.343
0.524
0.612
0.620
0.654
0.626
0.292
0.569
0.505
0.073
0.301
0.161
0.517
0.608
0.476
0.039
0.184
0.349
0.432
0.416
0.303
0.162
0.140

Table VII
Comparisons Between Experimental Data And UNIFAC
Predicted Results For Acetone-Chloroform-Methanol System
(1) Acetone

(3) Methanol

(2) Chloroform

Temperature = 25 degree C

X1

X2

Y2

Y1

Y2

Y1
0.375
0.318

0.481
0.148

0.404

0.521

0.384

0.200

0.099

0.348

0.549
0.146

0.531

0.390

0.591

0.323

0.559

0.308

0.264

0.098

0.419

0.121

0.390

0.124

0.441

0.436

0.446

0.395

0.426

0.379

0.412

0.446

0.370

0.380

0.385

0.398

0.402

0.197

0.396

0.400

0.379

0.361

0.354

0.466

0.455

0.194

0.424

0.182

0.660

0.309

0.710

0.210

0.741

0.207

0.300

0.507

0.239

0.484

0.236

0.498

0.302

0.297

0.320

0.361

0.308

0.317

0.487

0.237

0.526

0.186

0.524

0.188

0.196

0.725

0.104

0.742

0.113

0.720

0.191

0.593

0.105

0.667

0.113

0.611

0.615

0.184

0.649

0.121

0.664

0.119

0.487

0.095

0.583

0.091

0.586

0.074

0.723

0.204

0.778

0.123

0.786

0.118

0.586

0.089

0.675

0.074

0.663

0.058

0.713

0.104

0.804

0.086

0.762

0.057

0.093

0.853

0.041

0.849

0.040

0.821

* Data from Tamir (41 ).
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APPENDIX D

ESTIMATIONS OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

1. Surface Tension
The surface tension of pure liquid is calculated by
using the equations proposed by Miller(24):

Equations (D-1) and (D-2) are basically for nonpolar
liquids, they are not applicable to compounds exhibiting
strong hydrogen bonding (alcohols, acids) and quantum
liquids (H 2 , He, Ne).

Sprow-Prausnitz correlation(40) is used to calculate
the surface tension for mixtures. For a binary system
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where A is a partial molar surface area, which can be
obtained by

and V. is liquid molal volume, it can be related to
critical volume as

The accuracy is normally within 5 percent range of using
this method to estimate the surface tension.

2. Liquid Density
Goyal(15) proposed a correlation to estimate liquid
density with the knowledge of critical properties, which
is expressed as

For mixtures of liquids, the mixing rule is applied,
the density of liquid mixtures can be obtained by

This correlation for pure liquid density do not exceed
5 percent error.
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3. Gas Density
The average molecular weight of the gas is calculated from the compositions of the components existed in
the mixture

The average density of the gas can be calculated according
to the Redlich-Kwong equation of state(30). As it is
originally proposed,

The empirical mixing rules have found that
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The mixing rules for the calculation of Tcij
and Pcij are:

For a binary system, am in equation (D-11) can be
expressed as

and for a ternary system, it can be expressed as

Once a m and b m for the mixtures are determined, then the
average volume can be calculated as
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where

Combining equation (D-22) with equation (D-23), Z can be
solved with iteration method. By inserting Z, system
pressure, and temperature into equation (D-21), the
average volume V can be obtained. Therefore, the
average density of the gas mixture can be determined as

4. Gas Viscosity
The gas viscosity is computed by Bromley and Wilke
method(4). In the equation

p ° is expressed in micropoise, T c in

° K,

and V c in cc./gmole.

The function [f(1.33 Tr)] is represented analytically
by Scheibel(33) as shown in the equation (D-26)
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The viscosities of gas mixtures can be obtained
with Herning's correlation(1 8 )

The method used for computing the viscosities of pure
gases give 3 and 13 percent average and maximum errors.
The correlation used to calculate the viscosities of
gas mixtures represents the data with the average and
maximum deviations of 1.5 and 5 percent.

5. Liquid Viscosity

The liquid viscosity is calculated by van Velzen
equation(43)

and B and T

are related to structure. The B and T
o
values for common compounds are tabulated in the data
bank of the book written by Reid(31).

For liquid mixtures, the Kendall-Monroe equation(20)
is used
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This equation relates the viscosities of miscible liquid
mixtures to the pure-component viscosities.

6.

Gas-Phase Diffusivity
The empirical correlation suggested by Fuller(13)
is used to calculate the gas-phase diffusivities. The
equation is

where T is in kelvin and P in atmospheres. The values
of the atomic diffusion volumes,

DI,

were determined by

a regression analysis of 340 experimental diffusion coefficient values of 153 binary systems. For simple, nonpolar systems at moderate temperatures, this correlation
gives less than 5 to 10 percent errors.

7.

Liquid-Phase Diffusivity
Wilke-Chang technique(44) is a widely used correlation for liquid-phase diffusivity. It is shown in
the following equation
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mutual diffusion coefficient of solute A
in solvent B, cm 2 /sec
molecular weight of solvent B
viscosity of solvent B, cp
molal volume of solute A at its normal
boiling temperature, cm 3 /g mole
association factor of solvent B, dimensionless
The value of V A can be estimated by equation (D-6). Wilke
and Chang recommend that (I) be chosen as 2.6 if the solvent
is water, 1.9 for methanol, 1.5 for ethanol, and 1.0 for
unassociated solvents. This correlation gives an average
error about 10 percent.

8. Vapor Pressure
Antoine's equation(2) is used to calculate the vapor
pressure. It is a widely used equation

The values A, B, and C are tabulated in the data bank
of the book written by Reid(31). The temperature used
in equation (D-32) is in kelvin and pressure is in
millimeters of mercury.
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9. Enthalpy
The enthalpy depends strongly on temperature. It can be
calculated by integrating heat capacity at constant pressure,
Cp , from a reference temperature (T ) to the system temperature
r
(T ). The liquid enthalpy can be expressed as
s

where C pl (T) is in polynomial form as

The polynomial coefficients for heat capacity at constant
pressure can be obtained from the data bank in the book written
by Reid(31). For liquid mixture, the enthalpy him can be calculated in the form as shown below

The vapor mixture enthalpy may be estimated by

where X i is the heat of vaporization of individual component.
The method of estimating the heat of vaporization is discussed
in the following section.

10. Heat of Vaporization
The heat of vaporization is estimated by Carruth correlation(6)
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where w is acentric factor, and T r is reduced temperature.
This correlation is one of the most accurate and convenient methods to estimate the heat of vaporization.

11. Overall Gas-Phase Mass-Transfer Coefficient
The overall mass-transfer coefficient is calculated by using Rowe's correlation(32). Rowe and his
coworkers suggested that the overall mass-transfer
coefficient can be estimated via Sherwood number. The
equation is

12. Bubble diameter, contact area and time
Many investigations have been done on bubbles
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rising in the liquids. Davidson and Amick(9) found a
relation between the bubble frequency and the orifice
diameter. The relation is

Quigley(29) and his coworkers suggested that the bubble
diameters were unaffected by the liquid seal and by the
density and surface tension of the liquid. In the
equation

D B is the bubble diameter (diameter of a sphere of equal
volume), Q G is gas flow rate per orifice, D o is orifice
diameter, 11 is liquid viscosity. Quigley also presented
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All the physical properties that were discussed in
this appendix are necessary to proceed the calculations
in this work. Some of the calculated physical properties are listed in Table VIII, which are compared with
the available experimental data. The result shows good
agreement with the data.
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Table VIII
Comparisons of Calculated Physical
Properties With Experimental Data
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APPENDIX E

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR A BINARY
SEPARATION IN A DISTILLATION COLUMN
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109

110

111

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

1 20

1 21
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123
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APPENDIX F

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR A TERNARY
SEPARATION IN A DISTILLATION COLUMN
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126

127

128

1 29
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131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

.141

1 42

1 43

NOMENCLATURE

effective contact area of all the bubbles
the concentration vector
average concentration of A inside the sphere
the gas phase concentration which is in equilibrium with the existing liquid phase concentration
diffusivity coefficient
diffusion coefficient matrix
gas phase Murphree efficiency
local efficiency on the plate
overall gas phase mass transfer coefficient
overall mass transfer coefficient matrix
Sherwood number
overall mass-transfer up to time t during bubble
rising
overall mass transfer rate during bubble formation
the radius of the bubble
a non-singular matrix which can diagonalize (D)
vapor concentration from the plate N
vapor concentration in equilibrium with liquid
vapor concentration to the plate N
eigenvalues of function X = TAN X
dimensionless concentration =
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= dimensionless radius =
= dimensionless time =
= dimensionless time =
= the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of
= as defined in equation (2-38)
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